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Abstract
    According to previous studies， we may． expect that slow oscillations can ’occur in dynamics of a
’ parameterized family of systems in which a biochemical oscillator is coupled to a g． tationary systems．
  We introduce some numerical results that confirm our expectation． The results suggest that it is possible
  for slow oscillations tQ occur in dynamics of a system in which an active oscillatory unit is coupled to a
  passive medium， and that it is possible for circadian oscillations to arise from fast glycolytic oscillations
  in such a coupled system．
KEywoRDs： circadian rhythm， glycolytic oscillation， nonlinear oscillator．
1． lntroduction
   24－hour physiological cycles endogenous to living systems are called circadian rhythms， and they hav
been studied extensively in the past half century． Mathematical studies． of circadian rhythms have also bee］
undertaken， and their models include interacting oscillators， each of which corresponds to a biochemicE
oscillator ［4］． A result in ［4］ suggests a・ possible mechanism fbr generating slow oscillations in circadia／
rhythms from fast biochemical oscillations whose period is typically a few minutes． ln this paper， w
ihtroduce some numerical results that also suggest a possibility for slow circadian oscillations to arise fror
fast biochemical oscillations．
   In previous studies， we analyzed a parameterized family of systems in which a planar oscillator is coupled
to a stationary system ［6， 7］． We analyzed・the systems in the limit where one of the parameters approached
a certain value． Our results suggest that it is poSsible for slow osCillations to arise in their dynamics． Thos
systems were also analyzed numerically． The numerical results show that it is possible for periodic solution
with arbitrarily large period to exist． We expect that these properties can hold even when an biochemice
oscillator is coupled to a stationary system． ln the follow’奄獅?siections， w inttoduce some numerical result
which confirm our expectation． Suppose that there is a transport of a substance between a cell and it
medium through the cell membrane． ln such a situation， a model in which a systeM is coupled to ，
stationary system can be vied as a governing system ［3］． ln this view point， our numerical results which w
introduce in the following sections suggest a possibility for slow osCillations of circadian rhythms to aris
from fast biochemical oscillations via coupling between a cell and a medium．
   In Section 2， we introduce a parametetized family of systepas in． which a biochemical oscillator is ．couple，
to a stationary system． ln particular， we consider a biochemical oscillator is a planar system that model
dynamics in glycolysis． We also introduce the tr’≠獅唐?盾窒高≠狽奄盾?to take those，systems into the frameworl
of the preVious studies． ln Sections 3， we introduce some numerical results． When one of the parameter
approaches O， it is expected that the asymptotic period of any periodic solution is essentially different i］
each of two cases determined by another parameter． The parameter value which determines those two case
is computed numerically， and these two cases are analyzed numerically． One result shows that the perio，
approaches some finite value， whereas another result shows that the period becomes arbitrarily large．
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2． Parameterized Systems of Biochemical Oscillators Coupled to Stationary Systems
   In mathematig．al studies of glyc61itic oscillations in ［1，3，5］， systems． of the followipg form are analyzed．
                                  κ審＝Φ（P，の一Ψ（P），
                                                                                         （1）
                                    ［lti ＝ p一¢（p，q）・
Particular examples of the funcitions ¢ （p， q） and V （p） introduced in ［1］ can be written in the following
equations：
                                           aq （1 ＋ q） （1 ＋ p）2
                               ¢ （p， q） ＝
                                           1＋ （1＋q）2 （1 ＋p）2’ （2）
                                 w（p） ＝ xp・
Here， p and q represent the dimensionless concentrations of pr6duct and substrate， respectively． Suppose
that （1）．governs the reaction which takes place in a unit’with no transport of substances between the unit
and its medium． Now suppose that there is a transport of the second component between the unit and its’
medium． Then the temporal change in the concentrations of substances is modeled by the following system．
                               ・審一Φ．（・，・）一乎（・），
                                 2／ ＝． pa一¢（p，q）＋6（r－q）， （3）
                                 dr
                                 i／ 一m ’c6（r－q）．
This model is introduced in ［3］ as a governing system of the temporal change of substances in a cell qnd its
medium． Here， r denotes the dimensionless concentrations of the substance in the medium．
   In order to analyze the systems （1） and （3） in the framework of previous studies， we let v ＝ p and
w ＝ c 一 q， where c is a constant． Then （1） leads to the system：
                                       dv
                                      rci／ ＝ 9（v，w），
                                                                                         （4）
                                       dw
                                      万 ＝ ん＠・ω）l
where
                               9（V，W） ＝ ¢（V，C－W）一W（v），
                                                                                         （5）
                               h（v， w） ＝ ¢ （v，c一 w） ・一 pa．








h（v， w） 十6 （x 一 iv），
一。6 （x 一 w） ．
（6）
This system can be viewed as a． system in． which the planar system （4） is coupled to the stationary system
                                          dx
                                          ii／t＝O’・ ’ （7）
In Section 3， we focus on the case in which ¢ （p， q） and W （p） are those functions given at （2）． According to
previous studies， we expeet that there is a 6＊ with． the following properties： for O 〈 6 〈 6＊， the period of














Figure 1： ’The nullclines of the planar system． the nullclines’〟iv，w） ＝＝ O and h（v，w） ＝ O are shown．
Here g（v，w） ＝ O and h（v，w） ＝ O are given by （2） and （5）， and the following parameter Values ar’e set：
1 ＝ loooooo， ”＝ so， a＝ 200， x＝ lo， c＝ 160．
periodic solutions approaches a finite value as c 一一〉 O， and that， for 6 〉 6＊， the period diverges to infinity
as c 一 O． We introduce some numerical results that confirm these expectations． ’
3． Results from Numerical Analysis of Parameterized Systems
   In this section， we introduce some results from numerical analysis of the systems （4） and （6） in which
¢ （p， q） and W （p， q） are those functions given at （2）． lt is shown in ［1］ that there are sOme parameter values
for which （1）， and consequently （4） can have periodic solutions． On the other hand， the existence of periodic
solutions of （4） for small K 〉 O are guaranteed under the following conditions．
（i） The nullcline g （v， w） ＝ O is given by a smooth function w ＝ a （v） that satisfies the following properties．
al （v）
〈0， v＜Uム
〉 O， Ve 〈V〈 Vr，
〈O， v＞vr，
gth （v，a （v）） 〈 O for all v E R，
gvv （Ve， We） ・t O we ＝ a （ve） ，
gvv （Vr，Wr） I O wr ＝ a（vr）・
（ii） h． （v，w） ＞O for all v E R2．
（iii）the nullcline h （v，w） ＝ O is a smooth curve that’intersects the v nullcline exactly at one point （vo， wo）
with ve 〈 vo 〈 Vr・
Under these conditions， （4） has periodic solutions for all suficientlY small K 〉 O ［2］． Figure 1 shows the
nullclines for a possible candidate for parameter values for which these conditions are satisfied． Of course，
these conditions should be verified analytically in order to guarantee the existence of periodic solutions of
（4） for small K 〉 O． ln stead， we analyzed the system numerically for the set of parameter values taken to















Figure 2： Periodic solutions’．of the glycolytic oscillator． The closed orbits of periodic solutions of （4） for
rc ＝ O．11， K ＝ O．06， and K ＝ O．Ol are numerically generated， and ．the results are shown． Here g（v，w）
and h （v，w） are the same functions as those used to generated nullclines in Figure （2）． We also computed
the approximate period T for each periodic solution： T ＝ 1．359260 （K ＝ O．11）， T ＝ 1．193459 （K ＝ O．06），
T ＝＝ Q．944704 （K ＝ O．Ol）．
generate the nullclines in Figure 1． The result is shown in Figure 2 where closed orbits for three different
values of rc are shown．
   Under the conditions （i）， （ii）， and （iii）， the results obtained in ［71 imply that given a pair （6， c）， （6） has
periodic soltitions for all suficiently small K 〉 O． Now denote by T the period of a periodic solution of （6）．
Then the results in ［7］ also suggest that A periodic solution with arbitrarily large T can be found． Suppose
that v L Ce （！v） is the inverse function of w ＝ a （v） defined for v S ve， w 2 we， and that v ＝ C． is the inverse










SupPose that 6e （we） ＝ C． （w．） for 6 ＝ 6’． That is
6＊．．1！！（1！11Lt！fln2＝一tLg！1｛一；！eelVr，wr）mh（ve，we）．
Wr 一 We
In case W （p） is the function given at （2）， ・（5） leads to the equation
．．h（晦，1：ωの＝《野（Ve，C一ωの一μ＝重＠の一μ＝：￥Ve一μ・
Similarly， h（v．，w．） ＝ xv． 一 pa． lt follows that’
      Vr
6＊ ＝x ve
Wr we
The value of 6’ is numerically computed， and we found
6’ fs 3．170912．
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Figure 3： The period T for 6 〈 6’． Some approximate values of T computed for i ＝’@： 2．7 〈 6’ sh w that
Tconverges tQ a丘nite value as 6．一＞0． Here g＠，ω）andん＠，切are the same functions as those used to
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Figure 4： The period T for 6 〈 6’・ Some approximate values of T computed for 6 ＝ 3．2 〉 6’． show that T
diverges to oo value as E 一 O・ Here g （v，w） and h （v，w） are the same functions as those used to generated
nullclines in Figure 1， and K ＝ O．1
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Results of ［7］ suggest what asymptotic value of the period would be in the limit E 一 O． We expect that the
period T approaches some finite value for O 〈 6 〈 6’ and that T diverges to oo for 6 〉 6’． Numerical results
that confirm these expectations are shown in Figures 3 and 4． For the results shown in Figures 3 and 4，
we set 6 ＝ 2．7 and 6 ＝ 3．2，・respectively． The result in Figure 3 indicates that the period approaches to a
value that approximately equals 1．9 in the limit The result in Figure 4 indicates that the period diverges to
oo as c 一 O as we have expected．
   we recall that （4） is set as the model for a glycolytic oscillation in a unit in case there is no transport of
substances between the unit and its medium， and that （7） is set as the model for the state of the medium．
On the other hand， （6） is set as the model in case there is a transport of a substance between the unit and
the medium． The result shown in Figure 4 suggest that it is possible for slow circadian oscillations to arise
from fast glycolYtic oscillations in such a system．
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